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Abstract: Missing data is one of the most important problems which needs to be addressed in longitudinal
studies. The method to handle this problem depends on the dropout mechanism. In most studies, the
researchers accept this mechanism as random and apply imputation methods to deal with the missing data in
statistical analysis. The main issue in this paper is to estimate the mean dosage of methadone at which patients
continue their treatment to reduce drug use. In this study, the patients were treated at three methadone dose
levels. However, a major percentage of them (36%) did not return to the treatment practice at  the  last  time.
Some important covariates are used in the multiple imputation models to obtain better estimates. Since the
parameters of the distribution in the multiple imputation methods are appropriately estimated because of
accounting for the uncertainty due to the imputation, an estimate with less bias and more realistic standard error
is produced by multiple imputation methods. A few important imputation methods are applied to estimate the
mean dose level of methadone in the last time, including missing data.
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INTRODUCTION of methadone to each of them during three main time

Many studies were carried out on the long-term times, this dose will be changed to achieve a specified
effectiveness of methadone treatment  to  reduce  drug stable dose at which the person will continue till full
use.  A  longitudinal study was carried out by the treatment and the main objective of this paper is to
Institute  of   Medicine   to  investigate  several  changes estimate this parameter. The baseline average dose level
in methadone  treatment  practices  (Hubbard et al. [1]). was 18.6 mg. This measure was 20 mg and 17.27 mg at the
Lin and Roy [2] applied  multivariate    longitudinal second and the third time, respectively. Since 59 (36%) of
outcomes   under non-ignorable  dropouts  in a these people did not return to the study at the final
methadone study. However, to be  effective,  this treatment practice (the third time). Therefore, 17.27 mg as
treatment needs to be used at a certain adequate dose the estimated dose of methadone to be stable one does
level and the patients participate completely in the not seem to be appropriate measure. Being considered as
practice during the time. Therefore, a longitudinal study the last one to achieve a stable dose level to continue the
is necessary to evaluate the response to this treatment in treatment, this dose need to be appropriately estimated.
which the dose level are chosen by the director of clinical To find this estimate, using effective variable on the
services to attain a stable dose to be sure of the methadone treatment can be helpful including: age,
effectiveness of the treatment. Hence, finding an gender, job position, residential situation and education.
appropriate estimate of this dose level may be helpful to Conditioning on these influential covariates, it can be
improve the clinical study. assumed that reasons of leaving the study do not

In this paper, a study has been considered in an significantly depend on the last dose which means
Iranian  clinic where  drug  addicts  come  for  treatment. missing at random mechanism, described in the next
A random sample of 161 drug addicts came to this clinic section, can be accepted. Since the nature of these data is
from 2011 to 2012 and all of them completed the first two longitudinal, it requires taking into account the dose level
time points. The director of this clinic gave a certain dose in previous times.

points according to his or her history. After the first two
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Imputation method is one of the most commonly used where the first refers to the observed values and the
methods to deal with this problem in statistical analysis. second to the missing part of the data. Now, let r be an
Nevertheless, the missing at random mechanism is indicator variable, so R indicates a matrix data with the
required for this method. Having this situation in the elements:
dataset, applying appropriate variables in the model can
be effective. Collins et al. [3] preferred to include all
auxiliary variables in the imputation method to omit any
important cause of missingness and reduce the bias.
Furthermore, using supplementary covariates in the
imputation model that are supposed to be the cause of Furthermore, X is the vector of fully observed
missingness leads  to  better  estimates  (Demirtas  [4]). auxiliary variables which are not considered in the main
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses analysis model but may be included in the imputation
three missing data mechanisms. In Section 3, the different model. The main problem in dealing with missing data is
imputation methods are introduced. Section 4 gives the how missingness is generated. It can be determined by
results and discussion from applying these methods to f(R|Y) as a model to produce missing data. Therefore, the
estimate the considered parameter. vital question is about f(R|Y) or f(R|Y , Y ).

Missing Data Mechanisms: In handling missing data, the
main question is whether missingness is related to the f(R|Y , Y ) = f(R) (1)
missing values of the underlying variable. Therefore, it is
of crucial importance to identify missingness mechanism In MAR case:
which determines relationship between missingness and
the response variable. Little and Rubin [5] introduced f(R|Y , Y ) = f(R|Y ) (2)
three different missingness mechanisms. If the probability
of missingness is not related to any of the variables in the In MANR: 
study, missing occurs completely at  random  (MCAR).
For example, a patient’s treatment has not been completed f(R|Y , Y ) = f(R|Y , Y ) (3)
because he or she has moved from that area.

Data is considered missing at random (MAR) if Imputation method is a general group of methods
missing values are related to at least one of the variables handling missing data in many situations which will be
in the study except the response variable. For example, a addressed in the next section.
patient leaves the study because of his or her age.
However, if this missingness occurs because of the Methods: There are different imputation methods to
response value, the data has missingness not at random substitute missing values. The choice of imputation
(MNAR). It seems that participants with extreme values in method depends on some factors like percentage of
the outcome variable have fewer tendencies to continue missing data, correlation between variables in the data set,
the  study.   For   instance,   if  the  patient  feels some available resources and the main goal of the analysis. In
improvement or conversely, he or she may withdraw from general, imputation method leads to some reduction in the
the study. There are some statistical methods to look for bias due to missingness and consequently it is more
the missingness mechanism. Along with the same precise because it usually uses more information from the
discussion, Orm and Reis [6] introduced a regression data. Schafer and Graham [8] discussed this in more detail.
analysis to accomplish it. The important issue However, the variability in the outcome increases because
distinguishing between these three missingness of missingness and imputation. Therefore, some special
mechanisms is important because most imputation adjustments are required to be performed to get the
methods assume that the data possess MAR system even variance estimation of the estimator. Two common
though Little and Rubin [7] indicated that multiple approaches are discussed as follows:
imputation methods are robust and can be used in the
case of MNAR. To clarify these three missingness Single Imputation: In single imputation method, each of
mechanisms, MCAR, MAR and MNAR, suppose Y the missing values is replaced by an individual value and
denotes the complete data matrix. When there are missing there are various methods to reach this imputed value,
data, this matrix is divided into two groups: Y  and Y including parametric,  non-parametric and semi-parametricobs mis

obs mis

In MCAR case:

obs mis

obs mis obs

obs mis obs mis
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methods. In contrast, parametric imputation methods are Another non-parametric imputation method is
based on some means of the variable with missing value
and take two forms: unconditional and conditional means.
Unconditional imputation method replaces all missing
values on a specified variable by the mean of that variable
based on the observed data. Therefore the standard error
of the estimator is underestimated. In addition, the shape
of the variable distribution is distorted. If the goal of the
study is a regression analysis, the relationship between
this variable and other variables will not be estimated
precisely. It addressed by Kalton [9]. Regression
imputation is the same as conditional mean imputation
because in this method, for finding an imputed value, a
regression model is fitted based on the completely
observed cases. Then, the imputed values are calculated
as the predictions of this model for every subject with
missing values. In this method, the bias due to imputation
is less than the case of unconditional mean imputation
because more information is used. Hence, imputed values
are some kind of means, so the shape of the distribution
of the variable is distorted, particularly if the real
distribution has long tails and they have been important
in the study. Also, in this method, random error is not
reflected well, i.e., it is underestimated (Allison [10]).
Therefore, adding some random draws from the
conditional distribution of the outcome given the
independent variables, f(Y|X), can compensate this
underestimating. One requirement that needs to be met is
choosing an appropriate regression model. Another
necessity is the relationship between the variable and the
auxiliary variables should be strong.

In the nonparametric imputation methods, there is no
distributional assumption on the  considered  variable.
Two major methods are hot-deck imputation and nearest-
neighbor imputation. In hot-deck all units are divided into
two groups: units with the observed values and units with
the missing data. Then, subjects in the first group are
called donors. It means that they give their values to the
second group. An advantage of this method is the real
observed values are used to impute the missing data.
Another one is that in a data set with high skewness this
method provides better imputed values. Furthermore,
Streiner  [11]  discussed about the shape of the
distribution of the imputed values and the observed
values are the same. In addition, standard errors of the
estimator are approximated better than the parametric
imputation methods.  This  method  is  widely used in
survey studies. 

nearest-neighbor in which similarity is defined based on
a distance between auxiliary variables (Lesser and
Kalsbeek [12]). Therefore, to replace a missing value, an
observed subject with the smallest distance to the unit
with the missing data is chosen and its value is used to fill
in the missing value. One of the simple ways to define this
distance is in the form of: D  = |x  – x |. So if ,ij i j

then  is used to replace unit j with missing data. In this
method, again, the real observed values are applied to get
imputed values. If some certain units as donors are used
much more than the others, the variance of the estimator
is overestimated.

One of the other distances defined is:
, where  is the estimated

covariance matrix.
Combination of the parametric and non-parametric

imputation methods leads to semi-parametric imputation
methods. Currently, if the measure of similarity is obtained
based on an imputation model, we have a semi-parametric
called predictive mean matching imputation method
(Heitjan and Little [13]). Suppose the predictive values of
the response variable from a regression model are
calculated and indicated by . Now, a distance measure
can be defined as follows:

A  set   of  values  that  have  minimum  distance to
the predictive values related to case i, with missing value,
are chosen and one of them is randomly selected
(Schenker [14]). On the other hand, some groups can be
constructed based on the range of values of predictions.
Durrant and Skinner [15] provided more details about
choosing donors in each group without replacement
which leads to more reduction in the variance of the
estimator. Di Zio et al. [16] introduced a Gaussian mixture
model to produce the . They defined the same distance,

, but it was assumed that the distributions f  andi

f  are different only by the functions of other expectedj

values.
Therefore, different models can be used as the

imputation   model    such    that   they  are  good in
MNAR  case because model dependency between
missingness  and  nonresponse  variable  can be
eliminated by accounting for some appropriate auxiliary
variables.
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Multiple Imputation Model: In the single imputation As a matter of fact, in the first point of the I-step, a
methods, for each of the missing data, an individual
imputed value is selected. An important disadvantage of
these methods is that the uncertainty due to imputation is
not accounted for in estimating the variance of the
estimator. One of the most widely used methods to
overcome this problem was first introduced by Little and
Rubin [5] called multiple imputation which generates
several imputed data sets and fills in missing data each
time. Therefore, it produces several complete data sets in
such a way that each set is analyzed by a standard
statistical method. Then the results are combined to get
the final estimates. Hence, by increasing the number of
observations, the statistical power will be increased.

Similarly, there are different algorithms to perform
multiple imputation. In general, a multiple imputation
method has three different steps: the imputation stage, the
analysis stage and finally, the combination of the results
of the second stage to obtain the main results. In the first
stage, based on Bayesian estimation,  m  imputed  data
sets  are  produced. Therefore, the analysis is conducted
m  times  and  creates  m  estimates   of  the parameters.
The method of pooling these estimates and the standard
error of the final estimate was introduced by Little and
Rubin [5].

The most challenging issue in multiple imputation is
the first step of using which different algorithms as
suggested by various statisticians. However, the standard
multiple imputation methods are based on accepting some
assumptions about the distribution of the data and fitting
a parametric model to produce the imputed values. Some
of the free-assumptions methods will be described but as
Schafer and Graham [8] indicated even if these
assumptions do not hold, a parametric method may be
conducted reasonably well.

Multiple Imputation with Data Augmentation Algorithm:
In this section, we address the data augmentation method
which requires the mentioned assumptions and is widely
used in many statistical softwares. Data augmentation is
described for the multivariate data which has different
missing data patterns such that in each of them a certain
posterior distribution is specified. As the normal
distribution is one of the most familiar and common in
many statistical models, in this step the multivariate
normality assumption is considered. This algorithm has
two major steps including the imputation, I-step and a
posterior step (P-step). In the I-step, an estimation of the
mean vector and the covariance matrix based on the
complete observed data is used to predict missing values.

stochastic regression model is used to replace missing
data which was explained in single imputation methods.
Then, in the P-step, by using this completed data set,
sample means and the sample sum of squares are
estimated. So, the sampling distribution of the variance-
covariance matrix is as follows:

where  is the posterior distribution of the

covariance matrix as an inverse Wishart distribution. Now,
the Monte Carlo simulation method is used to draw a new
random covariance matrix, . Based on this new*

estimation, the posterior distribution of the estimated
mean is:

Again, from this posterior distribution, a new vector
is drawn, µ . Here, the P-step is finished.*

As data augmentation procedure is an iterative
method so we return to the I-step. The next I-step applies
these new estimates to obtain the new regression
coefficients  and   create   another   filled-in   data  set.
This algorithm is explained in detail by Enders [17].

In most software, this method is available and
applicable in many situations even if it lacks the normality
assumption. However, there are other algorithms to
overcome these conditions. King et al. [18] introduced
two approaches to produce estimates of the mean and the
covariance matrix which use the EM algorithm, EMS and
EMIS. Expectation maximization or EM algorithm is an
iterative method to obtain maximum likelihood estimation
of the parameter. In EMS, EM algorithm with sampling,
estimations of the mean and the covariance matrix are
calculated by using the EM algorithm. An advantage of
this method is that it does not need a large number of
iterations. However, this procedure is based on very large
samples. To overcome this problem, King et al. [18]
provided another approach called EM with importance
sampling (EMIS). In this procedure, in every set of
simulated parameters, the inconsistent estimates are
deleted.

Another algorithm which ignores the multivariate
assumptions was proposed by Raghunathan et al. [19]
and it includes a series of univariate regression model to
generate the imputed values. Durrant and Skinner [15]
addressed briefly on another algorithm which uses the
Approximate  Bayesian  Bootstrap (ABB). This method is
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usually applicable when the sample can be classified a continuous dependent variable. However, Buuren
based on some categorical variables which are completely
observed. On the other hand, Durrant and Skinner[15]
suggested a method on combining hot-deck method in
multiple imputation which uses data augmentation.

Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations: Another
approach of multiple imputation applies Gibbs sampler
with chained equations which sometimes called
“sequential regression multiple imputation” or “fully
conditional specification” in  the  statistical  literature.
This method has several great advantages over
multivariate modeling in data  augmentation  method.
First, sequential regression  multiple  imputation  creates
M separate distributions instead of M-dimensional model.
This characteristic is appropriate especially in situations
which the variables under investigating have different
kind of measurements, binary, continuous and poisson.
Second, specifying a separate imputation model for each
variable is easy to perform. On the other hand, there are
some disadvantages for this method. First, because of
specifying separate different imputation models for the
variables, the considerable effort needs to be done.
Therefore, this method is usually computationally more
extensive than augmented method. Also, theoretical
weakness of this method to converge to a joint
distribution is another disadvantage because this
distribution may not exist. However, Van Buuren [20]
showed that despite these weaknesses, the fully
conditional specification is an appropriate method for
multivariate imputation to handle missing data. Suppose
data set is denoted by a n×m matrix from n subjects on m
variables. Let Y  be the jth variable, j = 1,2,....,m. We denotej

 for the observed values of Y  and  for its missingj

part. So, there are two different parts in the data as
follows:

To impute missing part for the , the relation

between Y  and the remaining m–1 variables,j

, is applied. This relation is
specified by a statistical model, usually a regression
model, or in the other words by a conditional density

for each Y . Different statistical models can bej

used, for example, a logistic regression is  applied  when
Y  is a binary  variable  or  a  linear  regression  model  forj

presented a simulation-based algorithm for this approach
in which each of the conditional densities has own
parameter.In general, the main steps of the algorithm are
as follows:

Determine a posterior distribution P( |Y ) ofobs

based on the observed values.
Draw a value of this posterior distribution, .*

Given  by   this  value, draw a value from P(Y |Y ,mis obs

 = ), the conditional posterior distribution of Y .* mis

In the simulated-based algorithm, the separate
posterior distribution for each parameter is considered as
follows:

.

.

.

This algorithm is performed M times to generate M
data sets. The number of iteration is usually 5 or 10.
Collins et al. [3] addressed on reducing the bias and
making the missingness mechanism closer to MAR by
using auxiliary variables in the imputation models.

Predictive Mean Matching Multiple Imputation Method:
As discussed in the two previous subsections, the data
augmentation method and the fully condition
specification are fully parametric methods. In many
applications, this distributional assumption may be not
met, for example with skewed data. One of the methods
used in the data augmentation avoid parametric
assumption is predictive mean matching to make the
multiple imputation method robust to these assumptions.
Another advantage of this method is that the true
observed values are chosen to  impute  missing  values.
On the contrary, this method requires a large set of
observations. In predictive mean matching method, the
imputations  are  means  of  the  nearest   neighbor  donor
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where the expected values of the missing variables unconditional mean method (standard error = 0.376),
conditional on these observed values are used to regression imputation has the smallest standard error
calculate the distance. These expected values are usually (0.408) and the nearest-neighbor method the largest
computed by a linear regression model. Durrant and standard error (1.631) and bias (1.461). On the other hand,
Skinner [15] addressed briefly on another algorithm which the multiple imputation method gives large standard error
uses the Approximate Bayesian Bootstrap (ABB). On the compared to other methods but small bias. If the only goal
other hand, Durrant and Skinner [15] suggested a method is to obtain a good estimate for the mean, the multiple
on combining hot deck method in multiple imputation imputation method provides suitable mean estimate with
which uses data augmentation. Di Zio et al. [16] small bias. However, inference is important and the
introduced a Gaussian mixture model to compute the standard error needs to be considered, too.
expected values instead of a linear regression model. This As a result, the multiple imputation method reflects
method allows the non-linear relationships between the uncertainty of the imputation in estimating the
variables in calculating the expected values. Another parameter and leads to correct estimated standard errors
method applies the EM algorithm (Dempster et al. [21]) to and confidence intervals. In this study, multiple
select donors. imputation with data augmentation can be selected as the

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION third methadone dose is 96.4 mg. Without imputation

In this paper, different imputation  methods  are  used clinic services to give the patients methadone with lower
to cope with missing data in the third  dose of methadone. dose level and this may lead to ineffective treatment
R, S-Plus and STATA software are used. The parameter to practice.
estimate is the mean of this dose. In other words, we need In standard statistical methods, a complete data set is
to know what value of dose, on average,  addicts  will required. However missingness is an unavoidable
reach a stable value in order  to  accomplish  treatment. occurrence in most longitudinal studies. So it needs to be
The results are shown in Table 1. From Table 1, the mean handled by an appropriate method. In this paper,
dose obtained from hot-deck imputation, regression missingness is supposed to be at random. Therefore,
imputation and multiple imputation are close to each other different imputation methods are addressed which are
and are different from the unconditional mean method and commonly used to analyze data with missingness and are
the complete case method. However, these are the point classified into three general categories: parametric
estimates and for inference of the parameter the imputation methods such as unconditional mean
calculation of the standard deviation of these estimates is imputation, regression imputation, stochastic regression
required. Therefore, the bootstrap method is used to imputation and multiple imputation methods,
generate 1000 complete  data   sets.   From  Table  1,  after nonparametric imputation methods consisting of hot-deck

best imputation method. Therefore, the mean value of the

method, the estimate 86.35 mg misleads the director of

Table 1: Mean of the third value of methadone dose in the study
Single Imputation Methods Mean Estimator Standard Error of the Estimator Bias of the Estimator
Unconditional Mean 86.295 0.376 0.294
Hot-Deck 95.090 0.639 0.510
Predictive-Matching 90.775 1.421 1.120
Nearest-Neighbor 90.055 1.631 1.461
Regression Imputation 96.945 0.408 0.321
Stochastic Regression 93.455 0.647 0.522
Multiple Imputation
Data Augmentation 96.425 1.079 0.006
Predictive-Matching 111.200 0.951 2.916
Chained Equations
Linear Regression 114.050 0.991 2.990
Predictive-Matching 110.950 0.958 2.909
Truncated Regression 113.700 1.017 2.981
Without Imputation
Complete Cases 86.375 1.043 0.228
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and nearest-neighbor method and finally, semi-parametric 9. Kalton, G., 1983. Introduction to Survey Sampling.
imputation method, predictive-matching. All of the single SAGE Publications, London.
imputation methods produce a single completed data set 10. Allison, P.D., 2001. Missing Data. SAGE Publications,
which cannot account for uncertainty due to the London.
imputation in the estimation process. On the other hand, 11. Streiner, D.L., 2002. The Case of the Missing Data:
multiple imputation methods discussed here includes the Methods of Dealing with Dropouts and Other
data augmentation, chained equation multiple imputation Research Vagaries. Canadian Journal of Psychiatry,
methods and predictive mean matching multiple 47(1): 68-75.
imputation method. In chained multiple imputation 12. Lesser, V.M. and W.D. Kalsbeek, 1991. Non-sampling
methods three different regression models applied include Error in Surveys. Wiley, New Jersey.
truncated regression, predictive mean matching and linear 13. Heitjan, D.F. and R.J. Little, 1991. Multiple Imputation
regression models. However, in this paper, according to for the Fatal Accident Reporting System. Applied
the results of all imputation methods discussed, multiple Statistics, 40: 13-29.
imputation with data augmentation is an adequate method 14. Schenker, N. and J.M. Taylor, 1996. Partially
in terms of bias and the standard error consisting of Parametric Techniques for Multiple Imputation.
uncertainty due to the imputation. Based on this method, Computational   Statistics    &     Data   Analysis,
the last dose level of methadone is approximately 96.42 22(4): 425-446.
mg. Also, this value is consistent with the value accepted 15. Durrant, G.B. and C. Skinner, 2006. Using Missing
by the medical consultant of the clinic. Data Methods to Correct  for Measurement  Error in
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